Abstract: This paper studies non-crossing geometric perfect matchings. Two such perfect matchings are compatible if they have the same vertex set and their union is also non-crossing. Our first result states that for any two perfect matchings M and M ′ of the same set of n points, for some k ∈ O(log n), there is a sequence of perfect matchings M = M 0 , M 1 , . . . , M k = M ′ , such that each M i is compatible with M i+1 . This improves the previous best bound of k ≤ n − 2. We then study the conjecture: every perfect matching with an even number of edges has an edge-disjoint compatible perfect matching. We introduce a sequence of stronger conjectures that imply this conjecture, and prove the strongest of these conjectures in the case of perfect matchings that consist of vertical and horizontal segments. Finally, we prove that every perfect matching with n edges has an edge-disjoint compatible matching with approximately 4n/5 edges.
Introduction
A geometric graph is a simple graph G, where the vertex-set V (G) is a finite set of points in the plane, and each edge in E(G) is a closed segment whose endpoints belong to V (G). Throughout this paper, we assume that V (G) is in general position; that is, no three vertices are collinear. A geometric graph is non-crossing if no two edges cross. That is, two edges may intersect only at a common endpoint. Two non-crossing geometric graphs are compatible if they have the same vertex set and their union is non-crossing.
In this paper, a matching is a non-crossing geometric graph in which every vertex has degree at most one. A matching is perfect if every vertex has degree exactly one. We say that a (perfect) matching is a (perfect) matching of its vertex set. Our focus is on compatible perfect matchings.
We first consider the problem of transforming a given perfect matching into another given perfect matching on the same vertex set. Let S be a set of n points in the plane, with n even. For perfect matchings M and M ′ of S, a transformation between M and M ′ of length k is a sequence M = M 0 , M 1 , . . . , M k = M ′ of perfect matchings of S, such that M i is compatible with M i+1 , for all i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k − 1}. Houle et al. [11] proved that there is a transformation of length n − 2 between any given pair of perfect matchings of S. The first contribution of this paper is to improve this bound from n − 2 to O(log n). This result is proved in Section 3.
The remainder of the paper is concerned with the following conjecture. Two geometric graphs are disjoint if they have no edge in common. A matching is even or odd if the number of edges is even or odd.
Compatible Matching Conjecture. For every even perfect matching M , there is a perfect matching that is disjoint and compatible with M .
Note that the assumption that the given perfect matching is even is necessary, since there are odd perfect matchings that have no disjoint compatible perfect matching, as described in Section 4.
Section 5 describes progress toward the proof of this conjecture. In particular, we introduce a sequence of stronger conjectures that imply the Compatible Matching Conjecture.
In the next two sections we establish the Compatible Matching Conjecture for the following special cases: perfect matchings that consist of vertical and horizontal segments (Section 6), and perfect matchings that arise from convex-hull-connected sets of segments (Section 7).
In the final two sections we consider two relaxations of the Compatible Matching Conjecture. First we relax the requirement that the matching is perfect, and we prove that every perfect matching with n edges has a disjoint compatible (partial) matching with approximately 4n/5 edges (Section 8). Finally, we prove a weakened version of the Compatible Matching Conjecture in which certain types of crossings are allowed (Section 9).
Related Work
Instead of transforming perfect matchings, Aichholzer et al. [3] considered transforming spanning trees of a fixed set of n points, and established the following results. Start with any non-crossing spanning tree T , and let f (T ) be the shortest spanning tree that does not cross T . Then f (T ) is non-crossing. In addition, iterating the operator f must stop at some point, because the total length of the edges is decreasing. Aichholzer et al. [3] proved that this process always leads to a minimum spanning tree, for every starting tree T . Moreover, it takes O(log n) steps to reach a minimum spanning tree, and for some starting trees, Ω(log n) steps are required. As a corollary, there is a transformation of length O(log n) between any two spanning trees. Whether this bound is tight is of some interest. Partially motivated by connections with pseudotriangulations, Aichholzer et al. [2] conjectured that there is a transformation of length o(log n) between any two spanning trees. Recently Buchin et al. [6] proved an Ω(log n/ log log n) lower bound for this question.
There is another problem that has attracted substantial research and is closely related to the Compatible Matching Conjecture. In general, given a set S of n pairwise disjoint segments it is not always possible to form a polygon with 2n sides such that every second segment on its boundary belongs to S (an alternating polygon). Toussaint raised the computational problem of deciding whether an alternating polygon exists, which was extensively studied by Rappaport and other authors [16, 17] . Later Mirzaian [12] conjectured that there is a polygon such that every segment from S is a side or an internal diagonal (a circumscribing polygon); this was disproved by Urabe and Watanabe [19] . Pach and Rivera-Campo [15] proved that there is a circumscribing polygon of size Ω(n 1/3 ) (although this cycle may cross the other segments). Mirzaian [12] also conjectured that there is a polygon such that every segment from S is a side, an internal diagonal, or an external diagonal. This conjecture was finally proved by Hoffmann and Tóth [10] .
The Compatible Matching Conjecture follows the lines of the original formulation of the preceding problem, as it implies that there is a set of pairwise disjoint simple polygons, with a total of 2n edges, such that every segment from S lies on the boundary of one of them.
Tools

Matchings in a Polygon
The following result by Abellanas et al. [1] is used repeatedly throughout the paper.
Lemma 1 ([1]
). Let P be a simple polygon, let R be the set of reflex vertices of P , and let S be any finite set of points on the boundary of P or in its interior, such that R ⊆ S and |S| is even. Then there is a perfect matching M of S such that every segment in M is inside the (closed) polygon P .
While in general, the Compatible Matching Conjecture is false for odd perfect matchings of point sets in convex position, the following lemma provides an important special case when a disjoint compatible perfect matching always exists.
Lemma 2. Let P be a set of points in convex position. Let M be a matching of P such that every segment in M is on the boundary of the convex hull of P . Then there is a perfect matching of P that is disjoint and compatible with M if and only if |P | is even and if |P | = 2 then E(M ) = ∅.
Proof. The necessity of the conditions are obvious. We prove the sufficiency by induction on |P |. The base cases with |P | ≤ 4 are easily verified. Now suppose that |P | ≥ 6 is even. Thus there are consecutive vertices v and w in P that are not adjacent in M . Let P ′ := P − {v, w}. Let M ′ be the subgraph of M induced by P ′ . Thus M ′ is a matching of P ′ such that every segment in M ′ is on the convex hull of P ′ . Since |P ′ | ≥ 4 is even, by induction, M ′ has a disjoint compatible perfect matching M ′′ . Let M ′′′ be the geometric graph obtained from M ′′ by adding the vertices v and w, and adding the edge vw. Now M ′′′ is non-crossing, since v and w are consecutive on the convex hull of P . Since vw ∈ E(M ), M and M ′′′ are disjoint.
Segment Extensions
Let M be a perfect matching, and let C be a (possibly unbounded) convex set in the plane, such that every segment in M that intersects C has at least one endpoint in C. Let M 1 be the set of segments in M with exactly one endpoint in C. Let M 2 be the set of segments in M with both endpoints in C. We ignore the segments in M outside of C.
As illustrated in Figure 1 , an extension of M in C is a set of segments and rays obtained as follows. For each segment s ∈ M 1 ∪ M 2 in some given order, extend s by a ray, in both directions if s ∈ M 2 , and in the direction into C if s ∈ M 1 . Each ray is extended until it hits another segment, the boundary of C, or a previous extension, or the ray goes to infinity if it is not blocked. An extension L of M defines a convex subdivision of C with |M 1 | + |M 2 | + 1 cells, since the extension of each segment splits one cell into two cells.
Since the vertices of M are in general position by assumption, each vertex of M that is in C is on the boundary of exactly two cells of the convex subdivision. The dual multigraph G of L is the (non-geometric) multigraph whose vertices are the cells of this convex subdivision. For every vertex v of M that is in C, add an edge to G between the vertices that correspond to the two cells of the convex subdivision of which v is on the boundary. Thus G has |M 1 | + |M 2 | + 1 vertices and |M 1 | + 2|M 2 | edges. Since G is obtained by a series of vertex splitting † operations, G is connected.
The above properties of extensions of perfect matchings are folklore [5, 7, 14] . † Let v be a vertex in a connected graph G. Let S be a subset of the neighbours of v. Let G ′ be the graph obtained from G by deleting the edges from v to S, and introducing a new vertex v ′ adjacent to v and to each vertex in S. Then G ′ is said to be obtained from G by splitting v. Clearly G ′ is also connected. 
Even Orientations
Our third tool is non-geometric. A multigraph allows parallel edges. A multigraph is even if it has an even number of edges, and odd otherwise. An orientation of a multigraph is even if every vertex has even indegree. Frank et al. [8] and Frank and Király [9] characterised when a multigraph admits an even orientation.
Lemma 3 ([8, 9]). A multigraph admits an even orientation if and only if every component is even.
Note that a tree T with an even number of edges has a unique even orientation. In particular, for each edge vw of T , consider the subtrees T v and T w obtained from T by deleting vw, where v ∈ V (T v ) and w ∈ V (T w ). Then one of T v and T w has an even number of edges and the other has an odd number of edges. Say |E(T v )| is even. Consider an even orientation of T . Then vw is oriented from v to w, as otherwise T v plus the edge vw would be evenly oriented, but this subtree has an odd number of edges, which is clearly impossible. Similarly, if |E(T w )| is even then vw is oriented from w to v in every even orientation. Conversely, if we orient each edge vw as described above, then it is easily seen that we obtain an even orientation of T .
Transforming Matchings
In this section we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4. For every set S of 2n points in general position, there is a transformation of length at most 2⌈log 2 n⌉ between any given pair of perfect matchings of S.
We begin with some preliminary lemmas.
Lemma 5. Let M be a perfect matching. Let t be a line cutting an even number of segments in M , but containing no vertex of M . Let H be a halfplane determined by t. Let S be the set of vertices of M that are in H. Then there is a perfect matching M ′ of S such that M ∪ M ′ is non-crossing.
First Proof. Say m segments of M are cut by t, and n segments of M are contained in H. As described in Section 2.2, consider an extension of M in H. The obtained subdivision of H has m + n + 1 convex cells, and the dual multigraph G is connected. Since m is even, the number of edges of G, m + 2n, is also even. By Lemma 3, G admits an even orientation. Thus each vertex in S can be assigned to one of its two adjacent cells, so that each cell C is assigned an even number of vertices. Let S C be the set of vertices assigned to cell C. Since C is convex, there is a perfect matching of S C that is compatible with the matching of S C induced by M . (We cannot conclude that these matchings are disjoint, as in Lemma 2, since it is possible that |S C | = 2 and the two points are endpoints of the same segment.) The union of these matchings, taken over all the convex cells C, is a perfect matching M ′ of S, such that M ∪ M ′ is non-crossing.
Second Proof. Without loss of generality, t is horizontal, and no segment in M is vertical. Let C be a rectangle containing S whose base side is contained in t. For each segment vw of M with at least one endpoint in S, let x be a point infinitesimally below the midpoint of vw. Now, thicken vw into the triangle vxw. Moreover, if both v and w are in S, then draw an infinitesimally wide axis-parallel rectangle from x downward until it reaches t or another segment of M . As illustrated in Figure 2 , removing the infinitesimal elements from C, we obtain a simple polygon P whose reflex vertices are precisely the vertices in S. By Lemma 1 with R = S, there is a perfect matching M ′ of S, such that every segment in M ′ is inside P . Thus M ∪ M ′ is non-crossing. Lemma 6. Let M be a perfect matching. Let t be a line cutting an even number of segments of M , but containing no vertex of M . Let S 1 and S 2 be the sets of vertices of M lying in the two halfplanes determined by t. Then there is a perfect matching M 1 of S 1 and a perfect matching M 2 of S 2 , such that M and M 1 ∪ M 2 are compatible (but not necessarily disjoint).
Proof. Apply Lemma 5 to each half-plane determined by t, to obtain a perfect matching M 1 of S 1 and a perfect matching M 2 of S 2 , such that M ∪ M 1 is non-crossing and M ∪ M 2 is noncrossing. Now M 1 ∪ M 2 is non-crossing since M 1 and M 2 are separated by t. Hence M 1 ∪ M 2 is a perfect matching of the vertex set of M , and it is compatible with M .
Let S be a set of 2n points in general position in the plane. Without loss of generality, no two points in S have the same X-coordinate. Order the points p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p 2n in increasing order of their X-coordinates. Let N (S) be the canonical perfect matching that links p 2i−1 with p 2i for each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}.
Lemma 7. For every set S of 2n points in general position, and for every perfect matching M of S, there is a transformation between M and N (S) of length ⌈log 2 n⌉.
Proof. Let k(n) = ⌈log 2 n⌉. We proceed by induction on n. With n = 1, every perfect matching of S is canonical, and we are done since k(1) = 0. Now assume that n > 1 and the lemma holds for all values less than n. Let t be a vertical line with 2⌊n/2⌋ points of S to the left of t, and 2⌈n/2⌉ points of S to the right of t. Let S ℓ and S r be the sets of points in S respectively to the left and right of t. Say t cuts m edges of M . The 2⌊n/2⌋ − m points of S ℓ that are incident to an edge of M not cut by t are matched by M . Thus m is even. By Lemma 6, there is a perfect matching M ℓ of S ℓ and a perfect matching M r of S r , such that M and M ℓ ∪ M r are compatible. Now apply induction to M ℓ and M r . Observe that k(⌊n/2⌋) ≤ k(⌈n/2⌉) ≤ k(n) − 1. Thus there are transformations
Hence each M ℓ i is compatible with M ℓ i+1 , and each M r i is compatible with M r i+1 . Let
Since M ℓ i−1 and M r i−1 are separated by t, M i is a perfect matching of S, and M i is compatible with M i+1 for each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k(n) − 1}. By Lemma 6, M and
is a transformation between M and N (S) of length k(n).
Proof of Theorem 4. For perfect matchings M and M ′ of S, by Lemma 7, there are transformations 
Odd Matchings
In the remainder of the paper we study the Disjoint Compatible Matching conjecture. First, in this section, we show why this conjecture is false for odd perfect matchings. That is, we describe classes of odd perfect matchings that have no disjoint compatible perfect matching. It is easily seen that an odd number of parallel chords of a circle form such a matching, as illustrated in For a more general example, start with a perfect matching of n black segments enclosed in a bounded convex region C. Extend each black segment, one by one, until it hits the boundary of C, or stop an ǫ distance from another segment, or extension of a segment. This gives a new perfect matching with n blue segments. The blue segments form n + 1 'regions' inside C. In the middle of each region insert a short red segment. The blue and red segments together form a perfect matching M with 2n + 1 segments, as illustrated in Figure 4 . No two red vertices are visible (for small enough ǫ). So if M has a disjoint compatible perfect matching, then every red vertex is paired with a blue vertex, which is impossible because there are 2n + 2 red vertices and 2n blue vertices. Thus M has no disjoint compatible perfect matching. In fact, in the visibility graph of V (M ) minus E(M ), the red vertices form an independent set with more than half the vertices. Hence the visibility graph of V (M ) minus E(M ) has no (graph-theoretic) perfect matching, which in turn implies that M has no disjoint compatible perfect matching
Compatible Disjoint Matchings
In this section we introduce a sequence of conjectures that imply the Compatible Matching Conjecture. Our general approach, given a perfect matching M , is to first compute an extension L of M , then assign each vertex of M to one of its two neighbouring cells in the convex subdivision formed by L, and then compute a perfect matching of the vertices assigned to each cell, the union of which is a perfect matching that is disjoint and compatible with M . The assignment of the vertices of M to cells is modelled by an orientation of the edges of the dual multigraph.
Extension Conjecture. Every even perfect matching M has an extension L, such that the associated dual multigraph G admits an even orientation, with the property that whenever a Proof. Given a perfect matching M , let L be an extension of M with the properties stated in the Extension Conjecture. Let G be the dual multigraph associated with M and L. For each oriented edge xy of G corresponding to a vertex v of M , assign v to the cell y. For each cell y, let S y be the set of vertices assigned to y. Since the orientation of G is even, |S y | is even. Now y is convex, and every vertex in S y is on the boundary of y. Thus S y is in convex position. Let M y be the subgraph of M induced by S y . Since no segment in M intersects the interior of y, M y is a matching of S y , and every segment in M y is on the convex hull of S y . Moreover, by the final assumption in the Extension Conjecture, if |S y | = 2, then the two vertices are not adjacent in M y . Thus Lemma 2 is applicable to S y with the matching M y . Thus M y has a disjoint compatible perfect matching M ′ y . Let M ′ := ∪ y M ′ y . Since each point is assigned to exactly one cell, M ′ is a perfect matching. Since the cells are disjoint, and each M ′ y is non-crossing, M ′ is non-crossing. Since the interior of every edge in M ′ y is contained in the interior of y, and every edge in M only intersects y at a vertex on the boundary, M and M ′ are compatible.
Two Subgraphs Conjecture. Every even perfect matching M has an extension L, such that the associated dual graph G has an edge-partition into two subgraphs G 1 and G 2 , such that each component of G 1 is even, each component of G 2 is even, and for every segment vw of M , the edge of G corresponding to v is in a different subgraph from the edge of G corresponding to w.
Lemma 9. The Two Subgraphs Conjecture implies the Extension Conjecture.
Proof. Given a perfect matching M , let L be an extension of M with the properties stated in the Two Subgraphs Conjecture. Since each component of G 1 and G 2 is even, by Lemma 3, each of G 1 and G 2 admit an even orientation. The union of the even orientations of G 1 and G 2 define an even orientation of G, such that if a vertex x of G has indegree 2, then the two incoming edges at x are both in G 1 or both in G 2 , and thus arise from distinct segments in M . Hence the even orientation of G satisfies the requirements of the Extension Conjecture.
Two Trees Conjecture. Every (even or odd) perfect matching M has an extension L, such that the associated dual graph G has an edge-partition into two trees, and for every segment vw of M , the edge of G corresponding to v is in a different tree from the edge of G corresponding to w. Proof. Let M be a perfect matching with n edges. Assuming the Two Trees Conjecture, M has an extension L, such that the associated dual graph G has an edge-partition into two trees T 1 and T 2 . Now G has n + 1 vertices and 2n edges. Each tree has at most n + 1 vertices, and thus has at most n edges. Since G has 2n edges, each tree has exactly n edges. That is, each tree is a spanning tree of G. In the case that M is even (which is assumed in the Two Subgraphs Conjecture), n is even. Thus T 1 and T 2 are connected subgraphs, each with an even number of edges, as desired.
Some notes on the Two Trees Conjecture are in order:
• Tutte [18] and Nash-Williams [13] independently characterised the multigraphs G that contain two edge-disjoint spanning trees as those that have at least 2k − 2 cross-edges in every partition of V (G) into k parts. (A cross-edge has endpoints in distinct parts of the partition.)
• It is easily seen that in every minimum counterexample to the Two Trees Conjecture, for every segment r, there exists segments s and t, such that the line extending r intersects s, and the line extending t intersects r.
• Motivated by the present paper, Benbernou et al. [4] made some progress on the Two Trees Conjecture. They proved that every perfect matching has an extension such that the associated dual multigraph G is 2-edge-connected, which is a necessary condition for G to have the desired partition into two trees. Proof. Let L be an extension of M constructed as follows. First extend each horizontal segment in M in both directions until it hits some vertical segment or goes to infinity. Then extend each vertical segment in M in both directions until it hits some horizontal segment, an extension of some horizontal segment, or goes to infinity. Let G be the dual multigraph associated with M and L.
Consider G to be drawn in the plane with each vertex of G in the interior of the corresponding cell of the convex subdivision formed by L. Each edge xy of G corresponding to a vertex v of M is drawn as a simple curve from x through v to y. Clearly G can be drawn in this way without edge crossings. Moreover, if an edge of G crosses L then it crosses at a vertex of M .
Colour the edges of G red and green as follows. For each horizontal segment vw in M , where v is the left endpoint and w is the right endpoint, colour the edge of G through v red, and colour the edge of G through w green. For each vertical segment vw in M , where v is the bottom endpoint and w is the top endpoint, colour the edge of G through v red, and colour the edge of G through w green, as illustrated in Figure 5 .
We claim that both the red and green subgraphs of G are trees. Suppose on the contrary that G has a monochromatic cycle C. Since the construction is symmetric between green and red, without loss of generality, C is red. Now C is a simple closed curve drawn without crossings in the plane. Let D be the union of C with its interior.
First suppose that some horizontal segment of M intersects D. Let r be the topmost horizontal segment of M that intersects D. (r is uniquely determined since the vertices of M are in general position.) Since the two edges of G that pass through the endpoints of r receive distinct colours, C does not intersect both endpoints of r. If some endpoint of r is in the interior of C then let v be that endpoint. Otherwise, since an edge of G only intersects a segment of M at the endpoint of that segment, some endpoint v of r is on C. In both cases, the extension of r from v enters the interior of C and thus does not go to infinity because otherwise it would intersect C at some point other than an endpoint of r. The extension of r from v is not blocked by some vertical extension because the horizontal segments were extended before the vertical segments. Thus the extension of r from v is blocked by some vertical segment s, and s intersects D. Let w be the top endpoint of s. Thus the Y-coordinate of w is greater than that of v. Now C does not pass through w because the edge of G through w is green. The upward extension of s does not go to infinity because otherwise it would intersect C at some point other than an endpoint of s. Thus the upward extension of s is blocked by some horizontal segment t, and t intersects D. Thus t is a horizontal segment of M that intersects D and is higher than r. This contradiction proves that no horizontal segment of M intersects D.
Every edge of C passes through the endpoint of some segment s, in which case s intersects D. Thus some segment of M intersects D. Hence some vertical segment r of M intersects D. As in the previous case, if some endpoint of r is in the interior of C then let v be that endpoint. Otherwise, some endpoint v of r is on C. In both cases, the extension of r from v does not go to infinity because otherwise it would intersect C at some point other than an endpoint of r. Thus the extension of r from v is blocked by some horizontal segment s, and s intersects D, which is a contradiction.
Hence there is no monochromatic cycle in G. If M has n edges, then G has n + 1 vertices, the red subgraph has n edges, and the green subgraph has n edges. Every cycle-free graph with n + 1 vertices and n edges is a spanning tree. Thus the red subgraph is a tree and the green subgraph is a tree. By construction, for every segment vw of M , the edge of G passing through v is in a different tree from the edge of G passing through w. Thus the Two Trees Conjecture is satisfied.
(a) (b) (c) Figure 5 : For a perfect matching of horizontal and vertical segments: (a) the evenly oriented red spanning tree of the dual multigraph, (b) the evenly oriented green spanning tree, and (c) the compatible disjoint perfect matching determined by our algorithm.
Theorem 11 and Lemmas 8-10 imply:
Corollary 12. Every even perfect matching consisting of vertical and horizontal segments has a disjoint compatible perfect matching.
Convex-Hull-Connected Matchings
A set M of pairwise disjoint segments is convex-hull-connected if each segment has at least one endpoint on the boundary of the convex hull of M . This restriction has appeared in the context of augmenting a set of segments to form a simple polygon. Rappaport et al. [17] gave an O(n log n) time algorithm to determine whether a set of convex-hull-connected segments admits an alternating polygon. Moreover, Mirzaian [12] showed that every set of n convex-hullconnected segments admits a circumscribing polygon, which can be constructed in O(n log n) time.
Theorem 13. For every even convex-hull-connected perfect matching M , there is a perfect matching that is disjoint and compatible with M .
Proof. We proceed by induction on the number of segments in M . A segment vw in M is a splitter if v and w are non-consecutive points on the boundary of the convex hull (amongst the set of endpoints of segments in M ). First suppose that there is a splitter segment vw in M . Of the sets of segments on the two sides of vw, one has an even non-zero number of segments, and the other has an odd number of segments. Group vw with the odd-sized set. Thus M is now partitioned into two even convexhull-connected perfect matchings M 1 and M 2 . By induction, there is a perfect matching M ′ 1 that is disjoint and compatible with M 1 , and there is a perfect matching M ′ 2 that is disjoint and compatible with M 2 . Hence M ′ 1 ∪ M ′ 2 is a perfect matching that is disjoint and compatible with M .
Now assume M has no splitter segment; refer to Figure 6 . A gap is an edge of the convex hull of M that is not a segment in M . Since M is even and there are no splitter segments, the number of gaps is even. Let B be a set of alternate gaps on the convex hull. Thus B forms a set of segments, such that for every segment xy in M , exactly one of x and y is an endpoint of a segment in B. For each segment xy with exactly one endpoint, say x, on the convex hull, let W (xy) be an infinitesimally thick wedge centred at y containing xy. Let P be the polygon obtained from the convex hull of M by removing each W (xy). Thus every reflex vertex of P is an endpoint of a segment in M not intersecting B. Since M is even and B includes exactly one endpoint from each segment in M , the number of endpoints of segments in M not intersecting B is even. By Lemma 1, there is a perfect matching Q of the set of endpoints of segments in M not intersecting B, such that every segment in Q is inside polygon P . Since every segment in B is on the boundary of the convex hull, B ∪ Q is a perfect matching that is disjoint and compatible with M . 
The 4/5 Theorem
Given that the Compatible Matching Conjecture has remained elusive, it is natural to consider how large a disjoint compatible matching can be guaranteed.
Theorem 14. Let S be a set of 2n points in the plane in general position, with n even, and let M be a perfect matching of S. Then there is a matching M ′ of S with at least 1 5 (4n − 1) segments, such that M and M ′ are compatible and disjoint.
Proof. Without loss of generality, no segment is vertical. Fix a bounding box around the segments. First extend each segment to the right (in any order). Then extend each segment to the left (in any order). We obtain a convex subdivision with n + 1 faces.
Let G be the corresponding dual multigraph. So G has n + 1 vertices. Colour each edge of G that corresponds to a right endpoint red. Colour each edge of G that corresponds to a left endpoint blue. Let R and B be the subgraphs of G, both with vertex set V (G), respectively consisting of the red and blue edges. Each of B and R have n + 1 vertices and n edges.
We claim that B is a spanning tree of G. To see this, consider the dual graph after the segments have been extended to the right, and before the segments have been extended to the left. At this point, the extensions do not form a cycle, and thus the dual graph has only one vertex. After extending the first segment to the left, the dual graph has two vertices, and one edge through a right endpoint. Thus the edges of the dual corresponding to the right endpoints form a spanning tree (a single edge) of the dual graph. As each subsequent extension of a segment to the left, the subgraph of the dual consisting of the edges through the right endpoints is obtained from the previous subgraph by a vertex splitting operation. It follows that after each left extension, the edges of the dual through the right endpoints form a spanning tree of the dual graph. Hence B is a spanning tree of G.
For each odd component X of R, there is an edge e in X, such that X − e has no odd component. (Proof : If X has a leaf, then let e be that edge. Otherwise X has a cycle, and let e be an arbitrary edge in the cycle.) Delete e from R. We are left with a subgraph R ′ of R with no odd component. Since n is even, the one component of B is even. By construction, for every segment vw of M , the edge of G corresponding to v is coloured differently from the edge of G corresponding to w. Hence B ∪ R ′ satisfies the Two Subgraphs Conjecture. By Lemma 9, there is a partial matching M ′ of S that is compatible and disjoint with M , and the number of segments in M ′ equals half the number of edges in B ∪ R ′ , which is 2n minus the number of odd components in R. Lemma 15 below bounds the number of odd components in a planar graph. This result applied to R (which has n + 1 vertices, n edges, and thus has some component not isomorphic to K 2 ) implies that R has at most We now show that the analysis of the algorithm in the proof of Theorem 14 is tight. First note that if an n-vertex m-edge planar graph G has one component that is maximal planar on an odd number of vertices, and every other component is K 2 , then f (G) = Figure 7 shows a set of segments such that by applying the algorithm in the proof of Theorem 14, the obtained graph R has one component that is maximal planar on an odd number of vertices, and every other component is K 2 . It follows that for this set of segments, the algorithm in Theorem 14 will produce a matching with 
Matchings with Crossings
Now we relax the Compatible Matching Conjecture by allowing crossings.
Theorem 16. Let M be an even perfect matching with no vertical segment. Let L be the set of left endpoints of M , and let R be the set of right endpoints of M . Then there is a perfect matching M L of L, and a perfect matching M R of R, such that no edge in M crosses an edge in M L ∪ M R (but an edge in M L might cross an edge in M R ).
Proof. Let C be a convex polygon bounding M . In a similar fashion to the second proof of Lemma 5 and the proof of Theorem 13, extend each segment of M by an infinitesimally thickened ray from its left endpoint. Removing the thickened rays from the interior of C, we obtain a polygon whose reflex vertices are the right endpoints of the segments in M . Since M is even, by Lemma 1 with R = S, there is a perfect matching M R of R such that M R ∪ M is non-crossing. The perfect matching M L is obtained similarly.
Corollary 17. Let M be an even perfect matching. Let G be the visibility graph of V (M ) minus E(M ). Then G contains a graph-theoretic perfect matching (which possibly has crossings, but is the union of two non-crossing matchings).
Note that the assumption that M is even is needed in Corollary 17-because of the instance in Figure 3 for example. Consider the seven segments in the figure on the left. It is possible to extend the segments (all right endpoints first), so that the graph R in Theorem 14 (the spanning subgraph of the dual graph consisting of the edges passing through the right endpoints) has two components, K 4 and K 2 . Placing an additional segment in each of the two shaded regions creates two additional K 2 components in R. Then R has one component that is maximal planar, and every other component is K 2 . By repeatedly adding two more segments as shown in the figure on the right, we obtain arbitrarily large sets of segments such that the graph R has one maximal planar component, and every other component is K 2 .
